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Sentences with rhyming words worksheet pdf pdf file

Simple rhyming sentences. Simple sentences rhyming words. Rhyming sentences ks1. Rhyming sentences worksheet.
Students read simple sentences and choose the correct rhyming CVC word, complete sentences with multiple-choice CVC words and read short poems with rhyming words. Hickory, Dickory, Dock nursery rhyme half paPage 21Looking for ADORABLE Morning Tubs for Preschool or Kindergarten?These Morning tubs for Nursery Rhymes make learning
ridiculously fun.This fun set of interactive morning tub activities is great for hands-on, independent work, and learning. 20 images (10 in color and the same 10 in B&W). Specially designed with primary and exceptional students in mind. Boom Learning™ and Boom Cards™ are the trademarks of Boom Learning Inc. Answer sheets are provided
together with worksheets with black and white pictures. The rhyming text is as follows: Blue, blue has the flu Yellow, yellow sat in jello Green, green is a dancing queen Orange, orange crushed an orange Red, red fell on his head Purple, purple had to bPage 25Rhyming Cut and Staple Mini Booksby Rhyming Cut and Staple Mini BooksThis packet is
part of my ENDLESS RHYMING MEGA BUNDLE! Thanks so much for viewing my Word Family Mini Staple Books! This packet is designed to offer a fun and engaging way to practice word families/rhyming words. Students will practice these skills through detailed lesson plans, anchor charts, read alouds, games, center activities, and worksheets.
Thank you for stopping by!:) Tes paid licenceHow can I reuse this?Select overall rating(no rating)Your rating is required to reflect your happiness.Write a reviewUpdate existing reviewIt's good to leave some feedback.Something went wrong, please try again later.This resource hasn't been reviewed yetTo ensure quality for our reviews, only customers
who have purchased this resource can review itReport this resourceto let us know if it violates our terms and conditions. Perfect for Poetry Binders,Page 17This is a value packed collection of 30 unique short vowel sound CVC rhyming words clip art designs. Use the entire set at once, or a few cards at a time! Check out my series of Pin & Spin
products in my Pin and Spin custom category. There are 10 sets of nursery rhymes in this collection. This file includes a story, reading comprehension questions, a vocabulary match activity, and a writing page.1st and 2nd Grades I enjoy creating high quality resources to help students achieve their full learning potential. Students will find the 3
picture cards that rhyme with the picture on the mat. Odd oneRhyming Printables Packby This is a set of 10 no-prep printable page that help students practice the skill of rhyming! Here's what included: * 6 cut and match pages * 2 "Rhymes in a Row" pages * 2 "Draw a Rhyme" pages These printables are perfect to use any time! They're great for
morning work, center work, sub tubs, whole group review, and more! Please ask me any questions you have about this product using the Product Q&A below before purchasing. Then, they write the word. Last updated2 April 2022In this resource students read sentences with missing rhyming CVC words and choose the correct rhyming word to match
the highlighted word in each sentence. Set 3: Worksheets – Read and Spell Activity (1) – (4) Students read each sentence and then look at the picture representing a CVC word. The rhyming words included are: Mat #1: star/car, dog/frog, pig/wig, pie/eye, moon/spoon, bear/chair Mat #2: fox/box, cat/bat, clock/sock, cake/snake, boat/goat, fan/pan Mat
#3: mouse/house, stamp/lamp, can/van, bug/rug, ant/plant, jam/ham Mat #4: hat/bat, duck/truck, five/hiPage 15This NO PREP phonics packet is full of fun printables that will help your students build phonemic awareness and phonics skills! The packet includes a variety of activities including unscrambling words, cut and paste activities, spelling
words, marking answers with bingo daubers, crayons or markers, and more! The printables can be used for independent work, literacy centers, morning work and homework!The skills included are:• Syllables (4 pages)• Rhyming Words (4 pages)• Beginning Sounds (4 paPage 16Rise and shine and learn about Day, Night, Sun, Moon, and Shadows
with these songs (sung to familiar tunes) and rhymes!Content includes:•18 songs & rhymes in color and b/w + 2 BONUS chants!•“What’s In The Sky?” mini-booklet•5 Posters in color and b/w•5 No-prep printables•12 Vocabulary CardsUse the songs and rhymes during circle time, shared reading, buddy reading, with your whole class, and with small
groups. This 56-page digital instant download packet includes…• Teacher/parent handbook with step-by-step activity instructiPage 3SFK Kindergarten Phonics Curriculum Unit 3 focuses on rhyming skills- rhyme recognition, rhyming pairs, produce a rhyming word. Many of my products contain flexible lesson plans, differentiated worksheets and
practical activities and PowerPoint Presentations on a wide range of subjects. Next, they read a sentence, which contains a word that rhymes with the word they read and wrote, and highlight it.Finally, they choose one of the rhyming words and write it in a sentence. **Set 3: Worksheets 1 to 5 ** These worksheets are for students who need practice
in sounding out letters in CVC words. Activities included: 1. There are two passages with a harder and an easier level.The passages for the following sounds are: short a, short e, short o, short I, short u, ck, wh, sh, ch, th, ing, ong ar, er, ir, ur, or, ea ee, a_e; i_e; o_e, u_e; oa, ow (as in grow), ow (as in flower) ou (as in loud), oa, igh, y says I, y says e, ai,
ay anPage 6HALLOWEEN SYNONYMS ... The words included in this file are: premier, septembre, un pupitre, les règles and nouveau. Rhyming display resources 2. Rhymes/Does not rhyme: Students look at the pictures and decide if they rhyme. Build A Bear! Students will match the word family words (arms and legs) to the picture on the bear. Sort
them using the sorting carRhyming Dust Bunnies - Literacy Rhyming Unitby Have fun learning to rhyme with these engaging activities relating to the hilarious story 'The Rhyming Dust Bunnies'. Our customer service team will review your report and will be in touch. Last updated2 April 2022This product contains four different CVC word work and
missing CVC words in sentences activities. They can't be printed. There are 15 bears/word families included: ag, an, ap, ed, en, et, ig, in, ip, og, op, ot, ub, ug, un This also enforces rhyming and reading CVC words. All of the sentences contain CVC words, words with blends, words with digraphs, and high frequency words. If you are interested in doing
this activity every day, you can purchase the full product which includes 20 words for the month of September. Also included is a set of tracing strips for each shape. This activity is suitable for one-to-one or small group setting activity. These cards can be used as a memory matching game or like "go fish". The possibilities are endless for what you can
create with these images! These images are bundled from our other CVC clip art sets, so if you have purchased them, please do not buy this bundle.This product contains sets of 6 rhyming words for each short vowel sound.Short A: cat, rat, mat, fat, hat, batShort E: hen, men, den, pen, ten, wrenShort I: bin, win, tin, pin, fin, kinShort O: hog, fog,
frPage 18Here is a fun, colorful set of shape posters. Students choose one out of the three choices in the box. Rhyming stack game and follow up page 5. They also complete words with missing beginning and ending sounds and blend to read CVC words. (You are getting 1.5 sets for free when you purchase this Mega Bundle).The sets and images in
this bundle are:One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Once I Caught A Fish Aliveboy fishing, boy catching fish, fish, line of 5 fish, boy tipping fish out of bucket, fish biting little finger, title word art sign and number words.34 images (17 in color and the same 17 in B&W)Georgie PorgieGeorgie, GeorgiePage 9These 16 fun sheets will help your students practice
rhyming words. **Set 2: Worksheets 1 to 5 ** Students are to use their phonic knowledge to complete each word with a beginning and ending sound. Students can work independently, in pairs or you can make it a small group and/or whole class group activity. These posters are ready to print out, laminate, and display in your classroom. This set
includes 26 pairs of cards with gorgeous graphics from Educlips. Students MOVE hats to pumpkins. If you like this resource, check out my other workbooks for pre-primer, primer, graPage 4Scrambled Sentences (or Build a Sentence) are the perfect way to practice capitalization, comprehension, fluency, content, sight words, and punctuation! This
FREE Cinderella-themed sentence scramble has a total of 33 cards for students to arrange in the correct order to build a sentence and then write them.If you and your students like this FREE resource, check out the Sentence Scramble BUNDLE to save more than 30% with literacy centers for holidays, digraphs, sight words, and more!Included
inPage 5This is a free sample of 4 readings. The contents of this book are intended to build literacy skills, such as phonemic awareness, reading fluency and comprehension and vocabulary. Rhyming Picture and Sentences Display 2. Mini books give your studentPage 26Please see the free preview file for more info. ab, ack, ad, ag, ail, ain, ake, all, am,
an, ap, ar, at ed, eed, eep, ell, en, ent, est, et id, ide, ig, ill, in, ine, ing, ink, ip, it ob, ock, og, op, ot ub, uck, ug, um, ump, un, ut Thanks for looking!Page 726 sets of rhyming words in English 2 mats to place the socks onto. This curriculum is jam packed with unit plans, lessons, center activities, phonemic awareness, independent work, assessments,
and more! This phonics curriculum can be used with your reading curriculum to give additional phonics instrucPage 4This fun, hands on rhyming activity is sure to excite your preschool and kindergarten kids! Including two versions of the game, this rhyming word activity is perfect for differentiation! Your little learners will love searching for the
matching words and images around their classroom.So what's included?5 large rhyming cards (run, hen, dog, cat, dip)Simple recording sheets (write the matching rhyming word)10 small rhyming card pairs (sun, run, hen, pen, log, dog, hat, cat, zip, dip)Recording sheePage 5This activity is a great way to helps kids identify rhyming sounds. Set 1:
Worksheets A and B - 10 sentences per sheet Students read each sentence and then match the highlighted word with the correct rhyming word. Set 4: Worksheets – Poems with missing rhyming words A fun rhyming activity. Hickory, Dickory, Dock nursery rhyme poster (color and black and white)2. Then they write the words out on the handwriting
lines. These worksheets will have students to be able to identify, read, write, spell, and rhyme CCVC and CCVCCPage 12Your PreK-2 students will love to immerse themselves in poetry when you ask them to DRAMATIZE, RECITE, ILLUSTRATE, and READ delightful poems, songs, and rhymes from this Nellie Edge “I Can Read” Poetry Bundle! Build
vocabularyBuild comprehensionBuild oral languageBuild reading fluency!"Give them poetry, the most exquisite language we speak, to help children internalize the raw elements of language--the rhythm, the rhyme, and the sound." -Kay GoinesBUNDLE Includes:Over 240 carefully curated tradiPage 13This set contains all of the images shown : baa
baa sign, black sheep front, black sheep sign, dame, lane, little boy, master, sheep face, three bags. Just share with your students over Google Classroom or Teams. This is an opportunity for students to sound out each phoneme, blend and then write the CVC word in the space provided to complete the sentence. Included are 20 rhyming mats.To use
this activity, print and laminate the mats and sorting cards. If you would like email notifications rePage 2This freebie includes 5 Word of the Day worksheets for the beginning of the year. You'll find: sorting sheets, listing pages, some pages with activities such as rainbow writing, counting syllables and letters, working with rhymes, finding the shapes
of the words, manipulating the beginning and ending sounds, and writing meanings and sentences. Students will writeSongs and Rhymes for Preschool and Kindergarten – Visualsby These visual cards support learning common songs and rhymes in the preschool or kindergarten setting. 80 PAGES!For more ChristmasPage 2Preschoolers will love this
Soak Up Summer themed curriculum! It includes 10 hands on learning activities, 20 worksheets, recipe cards, song booklet, and Summer Bucket List. Topics include beginning letters, money, fractions, parts of speech, multiplication, ABC order, addition, subtraction, and much more! For aPage 23These NO PREP, interactive rhyming pages are
designed to get learners coloring, tracing, cutting, and pasting...all while learning to identify rhyming words!This rhyming pack is a part of my larger Interactive Learning Pages for Pre-K and K.Find 15 different interactive rhyming pages...all no prep! Rhyming pages are included for these words: cat, snail, boat, star, ball, dog, ring, cake, duck, jet,
kite, bear, tree, bug, & flag.For each page, learner will color a picture of the featured wordPage 24Your kiddos will LOVE learning their color words with these adorable color monsters!! This book would be great to use for browsing boxes, independent reading, guided reading groups, or Read to Self because kids always love to read it over and over!!
On each page, there is a different color monster. This collection of worksheets carries a Bee Theme! They can be used with any list of spelling words. Set 1: Worksheets A to F - (24 sentences) There are 4 sentences on each page. ~Activities Included ~ 1. For personal or commercial use. These are quick and easy to cut out, no intricate lines or det BIG
SAVINGS!!! Over 40 different language arts activities that include common noun, proper nouns, compound words, types of sentences, syllables, synonyms, antonyms, similes, singular and plural nouns, commas, contractions, adjectives, alphabetical order, comparatives and superlatives, past, present, and future tense, irregular verbs, quotations,
rhymes, alliteration, subject-verb agreement, sentence writing with capitalization and punctuation, and writing activities. You will be able to use these activities as a supplement to your guided reading lesson and/or as an independent practice follow up. FIFTEEN songs/rhymes included: Way Up High in the Apple Tree Wheels on the Bus Five Little
Pumpkins Two Little Black Birds Itsy Bity Spider This Little Piggy Humpty Dumpty Five Little Speckled frogs Little Miss Muffet Row, Row, Row Your Boat 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Once I Caught a Fish Alive Jack and JillOi Frog! Oi Dog! Literacy Rhyming Unitby Have fun learning to rhyme with these engaging activities relating to the hilarious stories 'Oi Frog and
Oi Dog!' This pack is full of activities and resources that will keep your students intrigued all week long! There is a huge variety included, with resources for displays, rhyming games, picture cards and worksheets. WOW!! Did you know you can SAVE 30% with the Bingo k-2 BUNDLE. It is perfectly suited for PreK-Kindergarten! This One Fish mini-unit
that would be excellent to accompany rhyming read alouds.The Hop On mini unit includes an emergent reader, a word family "op" page, a color word page, a hopping science experiment,Page 20Hickory, Dickory, Dock Nursery Rhyme Worksheets and ActivitiesAbout this book:This book contains a set of worksheets and activities for use with children
in preschool, kindergarten and first grade to help teach nursery rhymes. Based on the Dolch grade 2 word list, this 75-page workbook takes students through five daily activities: mountain letters, rainbow words, sentence work, rhyming coloring, and a rhyming dictation. It includes process art, sensory play, upcycle crafts, games, and more. I enjoy
creating high quality resources to help students achieve their full learning potential. This one is based on themes like snowflakes, snowmen, shapes, and beginning letter sounds. Try digital bingo! This game practices identifying rhyming words!! This is perfect for Read Across America Week or any time of year. Grab all sets + future sets are yours
FREE !!! Click here!GREAT FOR:TIME SAVERWHOLE CLASSTECHNOLOGY CLASSCLASS PARTIESSMALL GThis Little Piggy Nursery Rhyme Setby This Little Piggy- mini unit great for retelling and sequencing work!Colored This Little Piggy poster AND student sheet for journal (large and small posters)Retelling puppets piecesRetelling cards (with
text and pictures to match)Retelling headband activitySequencing worksheetColoring sheet that kids can use to retell the storyWriting promptCharacter headbands Little reader for This Little Piggy (print double books)Labeling sheets (perfect for vocabulary and beginning letter/sounds)Piggy GrocerItsy Bitsy Spider Nursery Rhymeby Nursery
Rhymes are a wonderful way give children exposure to rhyme and rhythm, and teach phonemic awareness in a fun and repetitive way. This unit is best for beginning readers who need practice with color words, rhyming and number words. Set 2: Worksheets 1 and 2: 10 sentences per sheet Students read each sentence and complete it with a suitable
word from the box. There are 43 word families included in this pack. The shapes included in this package are: circle, square, triangle, rectangle, diamond, oval, octagon, and star. Students read each sentence and then match the highlighted word with the correct rhyming word. Rhyme time cut and paste 6. Please remember that your purchase is
intended for use in one clRead Across America Bingo Game Rhymingby Looking to engage your students without the hassle of passing out chips? Please ensure that you scroll all the way to the bottomPage 14This is a simple literacy centre that I use to reinforce rhyming words! Students pick up a card and cover the word that rhymes on the mat with
it. Just print, laminate - if possible, and cut the bear pieces. To prep this packet the teacher will simply print out the desired number of pages for their class. Contents:1. The tubs are great for building teamwork at a group table and are packed with fun fine motor skills and sorting in addition to numbers, counting, letters, shapes, and morPage 22This
rhyming matching game is a perfect addition to your rhyming lessons. Hope you find these worksheets a useful addition to your phonics lessons. Used with permission. This Activity Pack includes:3 Different Mini Books: Every student can have a personal copy of the nursery rhyme, for small group instruction, or during a lesson. When they have
blended the sound to make the word, he/she can then write the word out. CLICK HERE for TERMS OF USE This is a zip file. First, they read a word. These worksheets were made to accompany my Word Family Poster Set. Rhyming picture cards 4. There are 45 synonym matches on 15 cards. They can be used in pocket charts or on flannel boards.
These set of worksheets are separated by CCVC words and CCVCC words, and some of the worksheets are a mix of both phonic sounds. The words included are: premier, école, classe, fin d'été, amis, cahier, autobus, horaire, septembre, crayon, cloche, pupitre, enseignant, apprendre, règles, secrétaire, directeur ouPage 3Help students develop fine
motor skills and independent work habits, while reinforcing basic sight words, spelling, letter formation and rhyming skills. Poem activity: In order to fill in the gaps, students look at the picture which rhymes with the word above. These Itsy Bitsy Spider mini books and sequencing activities are a fantastic way to get your kids busy with hands on
activities as they explore this classic Nursery Rhyme. (color and black&white)1 page with blank sock sets that could/maybe used as a recording sheetA rhyming activity for Dr.Seuss week/monthRhyming Literacy Station for Marchfox,boxcat,hatmop,top,fog,logjam,hampad,madwag,ragpan,fancar,jar,nap,mapwet,vetpet,net,leg,begwed,redwig,pig,win,
binmix,fixdig,bigfin,tintip,ziphog,dogsun,runnun,buntug,rugmug,jughut,cutpit,sitdug,bugPage 8This is the second collection of nursery rhymes. Have your students sort the cards and match them with the correct rhyming words.This activity includes target words ending in the following sounds:-ato, illo, esa, ez, tón, ero, eta, illa, tín, ido, oca, ota, eja,
ana, ate, aza, ano, una, ata, oro.RhymiPage 6Help your students understand rhyming/word families with this resource. Each poster includes a large picture of the shape, the word, and a cute rhyming poem about each shape. There are two worksheets sizes: A4 and US Size Thank you for visiting my shop:) Related free worksheets: Tes paid licenceHow
can I reuse this?Select overall rating(no rating)Your rating is required to reflect your happiness.Write a reviewUpdate existing reviewIt's good to leave some feedback.Something went wrong, please try again later.This resource hasn't been reviewed yetTo ensure quality for our reviews, only customers who have purchased this resource can review
itReport this resourceto let us know if it violates our terms and conditions. FREEBIE Boom Learning™ Deck!Boom Cards™ live in the cloud. They play on most modern browsers, Android, iPads, iPhones, and Kindle Fires. I would recommend this set for grades 1-3. Print them out, cut them apart (or not if you prefer), laminate, and give your students
an opporPage 19The One Fish mini unit includes an emergent reader, math pages, a color word scavenger hunt, color word pages, and a cotton swab painting activity. CHECK OUT other Halloween FUN from Teaching Stuff Place *** FREE DIGITAL TASK CARDS *** INTERNET CARDS ***Early Finishers, Centers, Homework, Sub PPage 7 Write the
words that rhyme with ball, fish, tent, and duck.Kindergarten and 1st GradeFind and write the words that rhyme with book, tree, crab, and fox.Kindergarten and 1st GradeFind and write the words that rhyme with chick, plane, ship, and shell.Kindergarten and 1st GradeDraw lines to connect the rhyming pictures with straight lines (chair-hair, parrotcarrot, tree-three).KindergartenRhyming Mini-Books(Basic)Reading ComprehensionPassage (Basic)In this story, two children invent a fun rhyming game. Images saved at 300dpi in PNG files. He/she sound out each letter pointing to the sound buttons beneath each letter. An answer key is also included so students may self-check their work. Before
purchasing, please check that you are able to open zip files and ensure that your zip opening software is updated. Enjoy! I appreciate your feedback and rating. There is a choice of three words but only one is suitable to complete the sentence. Bind a copy of all the songs and place in your library. Visuals help increase student engagement. You can
find the full 65 page Comprehension pack at Reading Comprehension and Fluency PackIt includes two stories for each of the following sounds. This pack is full of activities and resources that will keep your students intrigued all week long! There is a huge variety included, with resources for displays, rhyming games, picture cards, worksheets and a
craft activity. This includes 30 ready to use bingo boards. Every activity builds on fine motor, gross motor, cognitive (letters/alphabet, numbers, science, etc.), or social development skills. These print and go sheets will really help maximize your teaching time, by combiniPage 10Nursery Rhyme Interactive
Notebook•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Get this product as part of a BUNDLE and SAVE!Easy Interactive Notebooks for Kindergarten Bundle•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Included in this download is:9 Nursery
Rhymes including: Jack and Jill, Hey Diddle Diddle, Itsy Bitsy Spider, Little Bo Peep, Little Miss Muffet, Humpty Dumpty, Pat-a-cake, Old Mother Hubbard, andPage 11This CCVC and CCVCC Worksheets pack has a total of 82 worksheets that will have your students identifying, reading, spelling, rhyming, and writing CCVC and CCVCC words all year
long! This pack has about 15+ pages for each of the vowel sounds of a, e, i, o, and u. I put the mat on cookie sheets and put magnets on the back of the cards.
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